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NOTE 
 From: Latvian delegation 
 To: Visa Working Party 
 Subject: Amendments to the Table of travel documents entitling the holder to cross the 

external borders and which may be endorsed with a visa - Part I 
(6100/13 VISA 28 COMIX 70 + ADD 1-3)  

The Latvian delegation wishes to inform delegations that Latvia recognises the following travel 

documents: 

BAHAMAS 

- "Certificate of identity": an "X" with a footnote "Recognised for exit or transit to return to the 

place of residence" should be inserted in row 11 for this document, in the column "LV". 

CANADA 

- "Emergency passport for a single journey only": an "X" with a footnote "Recognised for exit 

or transit to return to the place of residence" should be inserted in row 11 for this document, 

in the column "LV". 
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CAPE VERDE 

- "Travel document": an "X" with a footnote "Recognised for exit or transit to return to the 

place of residence" should be inserted in row 11 for this document, in the column "LV". 

COLUMBIA 

- "Provisional passport": an "X" should be inserted in row 11 for "Pasaporte provisional" in the 

column "LV". 

ETHIOPIA 

- "Aliens passport": an "X" should be inserted in row 10 for "Alien's travel document" in the 

column "LV"; 

- "Laissez-passer": an "X" with a footnote "Recognised for exit or transit to return to the place of 

residence" should be inserted in row 11 for this document, in the column "LV". 

MALDIVES 

- Temporary travel document: an "X" should be inserted in row 11 for this document, in the 

column "LV". 

NAMIBIA 

- "Emergency travel certificate": an "X" with a footnote "Recognised for exit or transit to return 

to the place of residence" should be inserted in row 11 for this document, in the column "LV". 

ROMANIA 

- "Travel document for foreigners": a new row "Travel document for foreigners/titlu de calatorie 

pentru straini" should be added under point 11 and an "X" with a footnote "Recognised only 

for exit or transit to return to the place of residence" should be inserted for this document, in 

the column "LV". 

SEYCHELLES 

- "Emergency passport": an "X" with a footnote "Recognised for exit or transit to return to the 

place of residence" should be inserted in row 11 for this document, in the column "LV". 
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SURINAME 

- "Passport for aliens": an "X" should be inserted in row 10 for "Alien’s travel document" in the 

column "LV"; 

- "Laissez-passer": an "X" with a footnote "Recognised for exit or transit to return to the place of 

residence" should be inserted in row 11 for this document, in the column "LV". 

URUGUAY 

- "Identity and travel permit": an "X" with a footnote "Recognised for exit or transit to return to 

the place of residence" should be inserted in row 10 for "Alien’s travel document" in the 

column "LV". 

 




